
Say goodbye to conflict, 
screaming, time-outs, 
detentions and suspensions. 
Say hello to solving 
problems collaboratively and 
proactively.

If all those consequences you’ve been using haven’t 
improved the challenging behaviour of your child or 
student, then this workshop is for you!

To really address child behaviour, we need to 
focus on the problems that are causing that 
behaviour. Solve those problems collaboratively and 
proactively, and you’ll not only improve the child’s 
behaviour, you’ll simultaneously improve your 
relationship, enhance communication, and teach a 
bunch of important skills.

In this highly popular training workshop, 
internationally recognised child psychologist 
and acclaimed author Dr Ross Greene, will train 
participants in the use of his empirically supported 
model, Collaborative and Proactive Solutions 
(CPS).  This workshop introduces participants to 
the model and it’s use in a range of settings and is 
suitable for both professionals and parents.

TRAINING WITH INTERNATIONAL CHILD BEHAVIOUR  
EXPERT DR ROSS GREENE

Recommendations

I was just so impressed with this workshop. 
I thought it was just brilliant. It was like 
being given the missing piece of a puzzle to 
complete my transition over many years from 
the old fashioned authoritarian approach to 
discipline, to one that uses empathy and treats 
children with respect and dignity. I’ve always 
known what I wanted to achieve but lacked 
the skills and knowledge to do so as effectively 
as I wanted. This workshop helped me to see 
I’ve been focussing on the wrong things. How 
exciting. Many thanks. (Professional)

Thanks so much for hosting the workshop 
yesterday. It was super informative and my 
husband and I both feel we have a better 
understanding of the CPS model to support our 
3 kids. I thought I’d cheekily offer our family if 
you need a volunteer case study for when Ross 
returns for advanced training! (Parent)

Information and tickets at  www.socialmind.com.au

HELPING BEHAVIOURALLY 
CHALLENGED STUDENTS DO WELL

Workshops locations

Cairns – 24 June 2019 
Brisbane – 26 & 27 June 2019
Port Lincoln – 29 June 2019
Melbourne – 1 & 2 July 2019
Sydney – 4 & 5 July 2019
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AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE SCREENING OF  
THE NEW DOCUMENTARY FILM THE KIDS WE LOSE

ABOUT THE FILM

The Kids We Lose is a 90-minute documentary film 
about the human side of being a child or student with 
behavioural challenges, and the struggles faced by 
parents, educators, staff in facilities, mental health 
clinicians, and law enforcement professionals in trying 
to ensure that these kids receive the help they need. 

The Kids We Lose also exposes the often brutal, 
inhumane ways in which kids with social, emotional, 
and behavioural challenges are treated in schools, 
inpatient psychiatry units, residential facilities, and 
prisons. Their hopelessness, misery, and frustration 
are palpable. The human toll is hard to fathom. But 
these are also the most expensive kids in our society. 
Doing the wrong thing costs a fortune. When we don’t 
help our most vulnerable kids, we all lose.

And it’s all so very unnecessary.

The Kids We Lose is not primarily about how to solve 
the problem. It is intended to heighten awareness of 
the problem and galvanise people to change things for 
the better.

The Kids We Lose premiered at the 2018 New 
Hampshire Film Festival and won the Best Feature 
Documentary Award. It has also been selected for the 
2019 Los Angeles Women’s International Film Festival.

This is a documentary that should be seen by 
community leaders, politicians, policy makers, school 
principals, anyone in a position to implement change in 
our community.

The Kids We Lose will premiere in Australia as part of Dr Ross Greene’s 2019 Child Behaviour Workshop 
Series hosted by The Social Mind. Dr Greene is the Executive Producer of this documentary and will 
introduce the film and answer questions at the conclusion of the screening.  Screenings are free in 
locations around Australia.

SCREENING LOCATIONS

Free screenings will take place in the 
following locations around Australia:

Cairns QLD Monday 24 June 2019
Brisbane QLD Wednesday 26 June 2019
Port Lincoln SA Saturday 29 June 2019
Melbourne VIC Monday 1 July 2019
Sydney NSW Wednesday 4 July 2019

Location details, screening times and free 
tickets available at 

www.socialmind.com.au
(Click on the Workshops tab)

For further information you can call 
The Social Mind on (02) 5105 5262  
or contact them by email at 
peter@socialmind.com.au
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